Mission: To promote communication, innovation, and cooperation between GDOT and consultant firms on issues affecting design decisions, criteria, processes, and implementation as well as plan and document presentation.

Attendees:
Frank Flanders, Co-chair – GDOT Design Policy
Brad Robinson, Co-chair - Wolverton
Kevin Ergle – Kimley Horn
Jonathan Langley - Arcadis
Anthony Prevost - HNTB
Arwin Lopez – Pond
Matt Thompson - VHB
Shawn Reese – Gresham Smith
Eric Rickert - AECOM
Drew Martin - GDOT

1) On-Going Topics
   a) Drainage Manual
      i) Brad had revised the Word documents to remove the reference information and sent out.
         (1) There were no further comments on sections to be removed or indexing.
      ii) Drew said GDOT was determining what policy should be added to the manual prior to this major revision.
           Considering more policy around temporary drainage.
      iii) Writing should be procured and starting in July.
      iv) There is a meeting with the bridge office upcoming to ensure policy on bridge drainage is covered and
           consistent between drainage and bridge manuals.
      v) Drew will let the group know if there is anything else we can help with.
   b) Roundabout Guide
      i) The group had reviewed the Roundabout Guide and discussed comments.
         (1) Brad incorporating comments into PDF and sending back out to the group. Frank will share with Traffic
             Ops.

2) Design Policy Updates
   a) Openroads Rollout and Guidelines – No change to original schedule for consultants – survey required starting
      in July. Design will be dictated by survey. Survey and Design Guidelines are posted. EDG coming soon.
   b) Intersection Sight Distance – GDOT is reviewing new direction for sight distance requirements for driveways
      and potential project level exclusions. Will release in either a memo or revision to DPM.
   d) Pipe classification and quantities – Specification 550 has been revised. Pipe is now to be paid for by
      classification based on cover over pipe. Pay item numbers are being created and Standard 1030D is being
      updated. For storm and side drains.